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Previous Project- ‘The Market’
Heals (2016)
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             Walnut drawer front with bark inlay
                        Designed 2016
                  Heals ‘The Market’ project

- The starting point for Repair > Replace was to develop previous 
ideas into using different layers of timber in design. My initial 
focus was to use bark as a visual stimuli. The raw, natural and 
un-refined qualities of bark contrast machined elements from the same 
material. The surface qualities and textural variance creates a link 
with the material source. Furthermore bark is a waste product, 
scarcely used in product and furniture design.

- The drawer shown above was my first material test into inlaying bark 
from a walnut tree, into machined walnut components. This task 
revealed the limitations of the process and how bark can be used. As 
tree trunks are round, the bark usually has a curved form, which makes 
inlaying challenging. I was able to overcome this by using vertical 
cuts from a log instead of horizontal and then planing down the bottom 
surface to be level/flat. 
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After the process of critical reflection I realised that my 
previous project has very strong links to wabi-sabi philosophy, 
merging natural/organic elements with madmade materials and ma-
chine processes. This gave me the two driving forces for this 
project. Wabi-sabi could be used to better explain the 
principles of naturalistic design and modernism could be used to 
explain functional, machine led design process. My main interest 
being in finding ways to merge and combine characteristics from 
both design philosophies to create my personal design ethos.

By making a range of bowls I can apply these researched surface 
characteristics to inform experimentation. Using bowls as a 
medium for research means that I can produce a wide range of 
products (15) instead of 2-3 pieces of furniture.

The design characteristics of the drawer front below are;

- Smooth, sanded sections of walnut, contrasted by natural 
elements such as the drawer divider (a branch) and the bark inlay
- Colours and dyes are from natural sources
- Organic materials
- The materials have been forced to meet the artists design 
specifications, 
- Textural variances between the design elements
- A shiny finish (danish wax) has been applied
- Function and utility are primary values of the design
- Readily available materials have been used
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The research booklet, seperate to this PDF explains why I 
have picked these two design philosophies - wabi-sabi and 
modernism

- The booklet contains my initial ideas into questioning 
‘material perfection’ (a characteristic of modernist design)
- Using surface characteristics to identify links to these 
two design philosophies
-  Visual examples of modernist and wabi-sabi objects, 
analysis of the corresponding design elements
- Influences into using repair techniques, such as Kintsugi 
and how this can be applied to wood turning and the vessels I 
produce
- Initial sample pieces and how they could be developed and 
integrated into this project
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How are the bowls rated?

Page 19 - 26 explains the 9 design principles each piece is rated 
on

Each design principle holds a value based on how closely a piece 
relates to either Modernist or Wabi-Sabi philosophy.

If there are strong links to a principle the piece will gain a 
value of 1. To form a strong like the object should agree with 
2-3 characteristics of the corresponding principle wether it be 
Modernism or Wabi-Sabi.

Strong links to Modernism s gain a value of -1
Strong links to Wabi-Sabi gain a value of +1

Therefore the maximum rating of a piece is either + 9 or - 9 
forming the range of the spectrum

Weak links are when a object contains one characteristic of a 
principle, or the link is not entirely certain

Weak links to Modernism gain a value of - 1/2
Weak links to Wabi-Sabi gain a value of + 1/2

The rating depends on the identified links to the two design 
philosophies. 

Each outcome will therefore have nine seperate ratings from 
- 1 to + 1

These ratings are added together to create a total rating for an 
object.

If an object has principles of both Wabi-Sabi and Modernist 
characteristics the rating is 0 for that chosen principle

Therefore..

If an objects total rating is from - 9 to - 4.5 the object will 
fall into the Modernism section

If an objects total rating is from - 4 to + 4 the object will 
fall into the combination/middleground section

If an objects total rating is from + 4.5 to + 9 the objects will 
fall into the Wabi-Sabi section
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    Wabi/Sabi Vessels
       

These pieces have the strongest reactions to Wabi/Sabi 
design principles, Rated on the spectrum

Ratings on the scale from + 4.5 - + 9.0

Design Characteristics that are associated with a 
Wabi/Sabi aesthetic;

- Primarily Expressed in the private domain
- Implies an intuitive worldview
- Relative
- Looks for personal idiosyncratic solutions
- One of a kind/Variable
- There is no progress
- Present - Orientated
- Believes in the fundamental uncontrollability of na-
ture
- Romanticizes nature
- People adapting to nature
- Organic organization of form (Soft, vague shapes and   
edges)
- The bowl is a metaphor (free shape, open at top)
- Natural materials
- Ostensibly crude
- Accommodates to degradation and attrition
- Corrosion and contamination make its expression richer
- Solicits the expansion of sensory information
- Is comfortable with ambiguity and contradiction
- Warm
- Generally dark and dim
- Function and utility are not so important
- Perfect immateriality is an ideal
- To every thing there is a season
- Unrefined, textured pieces
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Burnt Elm Bowl - Direct 
Heating Test

             Elm Bowl, With direct heating process applied
                     5 1/2 x 6 x 3 Inches
                        Designed 2016
               Material test - kiln dried timber

Aims of the piece;

- To encourage warping applying the heating process, to create 
an organic and unforced assymetrical form
- How will kiln dried wood with a lower moisture content react 
to the process of direct heating? 
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This is the heat - box 
which I made, to lower the 
moisture content and warp 
the pieces of wood inside. 
This process was used to 
create later greenwood 
bowls. The sycamore bowl 
which is in the combina-
tion section, uses this 
process to slowly heat and 
distort the form. 

To create the burnt elm 
bowl I used the box with 
the front piece of steel-
not attached so the torch 
could directly heat and 
burn the surface of the 
wood. In total this pro-
cess only took about 5-10 
and if I continued heating 
the form the walls would 
have continued to break.
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 These sample pieces were produced before the elm bowl was 
heated. I was concerned with the finish and aesthetic of the 
burning process.

This was a way of testing;

- Can a finish be applied to the piece after heating? (clear 
laquer, Wax) - does this ‘seal’ the ash?

I applied clear lacquer but these sample pieces still had res-
idue if handled from the heating process. The samples also 
tended to attract dust after this finish.

- The longer the piece was heated with the gas torch the more 
the texture was pronounced. The sample of the left illustrates 
that the natural grain is first brought out during heating and 
then the piece starts to form a texture and cracked aesthetic.

- I decided to push the elm bowl to its material extreme, 
heating until imperfections and breakages occured.   
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      Spalted Sycamore Vessel with bark rim and stitched
                  on one side (Leather Cord)
                  7 1/2 x 7 x 4 1/2 inches
                     Designed in 2016

Spalted Sycamore Vessel 
With Stitching & Bark 
Inclusion
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Aims of the piece;

- Shape the form to include the natural bark rim
- Seperate the vessel into two pieces to experiment with a repair 
technique of stitching
- What structural qualities will the stiching add to the piece?
- Highlight the natural splating of the sycamore by making this fig-
uring the focal point of the piece. The bowl was cut in half to do 
this and create ‘open space’ in the design.

Process;

- Initially turned to keep as much of the bark rim as possible, how 
the blank was cut is shown in the development of this piece.
- Green wood (spalted sycamore) was used and gradually air dried 
during the process over a week so no splits were formed.
- Once the final shape was turned to show the spalting forming on 
the interior or the piece, I decicded to highlight these patterns by 
cutting the bowl in half on a band saw.
- A 3mm drill but was used and the holes were drilled by hand to ac-
comidate leather cord.
- I decided to only stitch one side of the piece as this was a ma-
terial experiment, to see if the stitching could strucutally hold 
the two halfs together. I wanted to leave this open space which is a 
design characteristic of Wabi/Sabi.
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These pictures show the blank in its raw form and the form af-
ter turning. I wanted to keep the vessel unenclosed, to cre-
ate more negative space I band-sawded the piece in half. As the 
sycamore had dried it sanded well and left an even finish on 
the interior and exterior of the bowl.I chose not to finsih the 
wood as oil and wax turned the timber yellow.
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Results of the stitching process;

- I am happy with the aesthetic created with the stitching pro-
cess. To develop this idea into the next test piece I could try 
using a thinner leather cord which I think would make the piece 
appear more ‘delicate’. This better suites the Wabi/Sabi aes-
thetic, but this may remove structural strength.

- However the functionality and usability of the piece is not so 
important and are not primary values. Therefore with later test 
pieces I have experimented with thinner leather cord ranging 
from 1-2mm.

- The process of stitching in this piece leaves open space in 
the design and highlights the spalting patterns in the piece 
which was my main aims for this material experiment. This high-
lights the material de-evolution of the piece.
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This sample piece illustrate a way to connect two pieces of live 
edge bark with sapwood/heartwood inclusions. This was an experiment 
to stitch with leather cord and see how two pieces of material could 
be connected together.

With the following pieces I have evolved the process of stitching 
to try other applications, By using different thickness of leather 
cord and colours a different design aesthetic is created. Further-
more with other experiments using copper wire and ‘staples’ a more 
Modernist aesthetic can be created. I have created a range of sam-
ples and mounted them on a board to show different applications of 
this stitching process.
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Lime Bowl with Bark       
and Stitching

     Lime Bowl With  Leather Cord Stiching and Bark Inclusion
                      7 x 7 x 3 inches
                        Designed 2016
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Aims of the piece;

- To evolve the stitching process to connect the bark onto the 
heartwood of the lime material. This forms a texture difference 
and naturalistic cue of the source of the material.
- Use thinner more ‘delicate’ leather cord to see if the bark in-
clusion can be held and form a structural strength. This delicacy 
is also communicated with using thin turned walls of the vessel.
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Process;
- When cutting the blank I tried to include as much of the 
bark as possible and have a live edge.
- Bark is not a strong material, therefore the form of the 
bark infleunces the form and curve of the bowl produced.
- Whilst turning the piece to be as thin as structurally 
possible, this whole section of bark inclusion broke away 
leaving a open space.
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Process Continued;

- I chose not to leave this open space in the design, by doing 
this the rating on the spectrum was affected. If i had left this 
open space the piece would have had a higher score on the Wabi/
Sabi spectrum. 
- Next i selected a natural leather cord, instead of using a man-
made composite or metal element.
- I used bark which I had collected, that already had a slight 
curve so it could be manipulated to ‘fill’ the open space.
- I chose to use multipule pieces of bark to try and imitate the 
curve of the existing wall, these pieces were stitched together.To 
hold the bark in place I stitched all around the bark and attached 
these pieces to the sycamore so they were secure.
- The structural strength of these pieces can withstand light wear 
and tear but if a lot of pressure is applied these pieces will 
break.
-To develop this idea for the next piece I will use more minimal 
stitching as aesthetically the piece will look more natural and 
unforced. 
- This piece was rated to be Wabi/Sabi because even though the 
open space was repaired, usability and function of the piece were 
not primary values in the design.
- I feel that this experiment was successful as i was able to con-
nect the bark to the open space and regain minimal functionali-
ty of the bowl. With the next test I will try to regain this bark 
section without having to add additional pieces to the design.

Learn more about the development of the stiching process by look-
ing at the Wabi/Sabi section. The previous sycamore bowl explains 
this in more detail.
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This sample piece again explores connecting two pieces of 
bark and cambium cells together. Using simple stitching and 
hand drilling this method is accurate and quick. The struc-
tual stability created by using this technique is more than 
sufficient to support adding additional components to the 
vessels I have turned.
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           Burr Oak bowl, With Copper and Brass Staples
                 8 x 8 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches
                         Designed 2017

Aims;
- See how turning a piece of burr with a high moisture content, 
warps when it dries naturally, forming an organic form and natu-
ral texture
- Use an additional ‘repair’ technique of using small metal sta-
ples

Oak Burr Bowl With 
Metal Staples
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Process;

-I started by turning the bowl when its the moisture content of 
the timber was around 30%.
-The form was depicted by the shape of the burr blank, which 
i wanted to retain as much material as possible. Therefore i 
turned the piece to until it was round.
-I wanted to regain as much of the bark inclusion and burr pa-
terns as possible to gain a surface texture, a charactersitic 
of Wabi/Sabi.
- The curve and exterior form of the piece therefore was shaped 
to including this section of the material.
- The ‘foot’ of the bowl was left so 
the inside of the bowl could be turned.
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- I sanded the outside of 
the bowl when the materi-
al was wet as i wanted to 
create a textural differ-
ence between smooth fin-
ished timber and unrefined 
natural features.

- The blank was then left 
for 4 days to air dry and 
this process was constant-
ly happening during turn-
ing.

- The inside was turned 
before the bowl was left 
to dry, but not sanded.

- The form was symmetri-
cal before the drying pro-
cess but due to the burr 
material, sections of the 
bowls dried at different 
rates.

- This created a warped 
‘organic’ form.

- To stop the splits from becoming larger and the bowl breaking 
into more than one piece, I decided to develop a material sample 
and apply small metal staples.

- Structurally these staples hold the form together and act to 
strengthen 2 parts of the bowl.

- The application of these staples stopped the material from mov-
ing, texturally they were not polished, as i wanted to retain a 
Wabi/Sabi aesthetic.

- By tapping these staples in with a metal hammer this added a 
texture to the pieces, leaving them unrefined and raw.
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A material test to de-
velop existing meth-
ods of stitching and 
repair. These cop-
per ‘staples’ create 
a structural strength 
far greater than the 
leather cord used in 
previous tests. This 
is useful for manag-
ing splits and cracks 
created in the drying 
process. Open space can 
be retained and so can 
minimal function of a 
piece.

The sample pieces below were experiments to see how I could combine 
unrefined and refine textures together. The variance in texture cre-
ated combines Wabi/Sabi and Modernist characteristics. The associa-
tion between the raw material, and a machined finsih, highlights the 
material journey of a piece.
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Sycamore Tree Stump
Bowl

            Spalted Sycamore Tree Stump
                 9 x 7 x 7 inches
                  Designed 2016
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Aims;

- The main aim of this piece was to create an bowl with a high 
Wabi/Sabi rating on the spectrum. I wanted to maniulate the form,  
using machinery as little as possible to retain the natural or-
ganic form.

Process & Development;

- The stump was cut as greenwood with a chainsaw, the only pro-
cess that was applied was a rough turning of a bowl shape.

- I tried to retain as much of the branches as possible, to cre-
ate an organic form.

- Some of the branches had to be cut down as the tool rest of the 
lathe was to close at certain points, making the bowl dangerous 
to turn.

- I did not want the form to be obvious, usability and function-
ality are not important with this piece.

- The development of this piece was as mimimal as possible, the 
form was dictacted by the logistics of turning the piece, and the 
surface was left textured and not sanded.
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The process of collecting the greenwood was carried out in Cuck-
field woods. These sycamore trees had been coppiced as part of 
forest management. They had been left to dry for a month or two, 
Therefore the wood did not have a massively high moisture content 
when it was collected. The form of the piece was altered as little 
as possible only to accomidate fitting on the lathe. I wanted to 
keep as much of this natural and organic form as possible.
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Middle-Ground Bowls

This section of bowls contain design characteristics from 
both Modernist and Wabi/Sabi design philosophies. These are 
the most ‘balanced’ bowls in this respect. containing ele-
ments which are natural and unforced, and machine processes 
which have been applied to control the material.

- A bowl may contain a assymetrical form, has been sanded, but 
splits caused by the heat box process may be filled in using alumin-
ium and resin. The shiny and refined elements blanace out the natu-
ral organic form creating a hybrid design.

- This is the section of bowls that I was most interested in exper-
imentng with, as one of my aims of this project was to form my own 
design ethos based on this middle point.

-’Perfect mmateriality’ can be achieved in these pieces in terms of 
the finish, but there are other raw unrefined elements such as the 
bark inlay that create a textural difference. 

- These bowls include most of the experiments into the inlay tech-
niques, repairing these pieces. By highlighting these imperfec-
tions and defects in a material, the material journey is ilustrat-
ed. Evolving my research I wanted to explore applying the process of 
Kintsugi to pieces, commonly used with ceramics. I have applied this 
technique with wood.

The bowls in this section form the middle part of my design spec-
trum, with ratings from -4 to +4. These bowls are not all complete-
ly balanced in terms of design characteristics, but are the outcomes 
which best fit in this section.

This section for me is about exploring bowls which can be function-
al/usable whilst being sculptural and intimate at the same time.
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Lime Bowl
With Bark Inclusion
& Stitching

         Lime Bowl with leather cord stitching
                6 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 3 inches
                     Designed 2017
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Aim;

- To turn a piece similar to the other lime bowl, but try and 
regain the bark inclusion, which broke off during lathing in 
the last material test.
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The devlopment of this piece was 
very similar to the Wabi/Sabi lime 
bowl in the previous section.

- The process was almost entier-
aly the same, but I tried to re-
tain this bark inclusion without it 
breaking off during the process.

- By doing this I also uncovered 
the cambium cells around the piece 
which, was part of my material in-
vestigation.

- The stitching was as minimal as 
possible to retain the function

- The piece has been sand-
ed exterior and interior 
to include modernist val-
ues.

- The rim of the piece was 
also designed to be sym-
metric and precise - not 
organic and warped.

- Therefore the Wabi/Sabi 
design features were in-
cluding this bark section 
and using natural leather 
cord for the repair. Fur-
thermore the break creates 
‘Open space’.
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- Stitching samples and process relating to this piece can be 
found on previous bowls in the Wabi/Sabi section.

With this sample piece I used a piece of walnut and my aim was 
to uncover the different layers found within the material. At 
the top and bottom sections of the sample there is bark, which 
has been sewn onto cambium cells. These are the cells found un-
derneath the bark that contain intricate patterns.

- This stiched bowl was aimed to uncovered the beauty of these 
cells which was challenging, as they could be easily lost with 
the lathing process.

- As these cells are highlighted as the ascent piece of this 
bowl, the aim of the experiment has been sucessful. To evolve 
this process I experimented with other stitching processes in 
later pieces.
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Sycamore Bowl With Bark 
Stitching And Aluminium
Inlay

                                                               Designed 2017
                   8 1/2 x 9 x 5 1/2 inches
  Leather cord, bark, spalted sycamore, epoxy resin and alumnium

Aims;

- Use the heat box, to create an organic and warped form, a develop-
ment form the Burnt Elm Bowl in the Wabi Sabi Section.
-Evolve the stitching process of previous bowls to repair the piece, 
Use the inlay technique to fill splits, created during the process.
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Process and Development;

-  This bowl was turned when the spalted sycamore timber had a high 
moisture content and had just been collected from the woods.

- The bowl was then roughed out into a form with this high mois-
ture content, trying to retain as much of the bark as possible, 
this bark inclusion influenced the final form and curves of the 
piece.

- The log blank was minimally turned until it had a symmetrical 
rim, so material was removed until the piece was round and then 
could be dried in the heat box.

- Because I did not want the surface of the material to burn I 
heated the bowl in multipule stages, the first two times when the 
wall thickness was around 10mm. For each of these heating stag-
es the moisture content of the material was reduced by 4-6% with 6 
minutes inside the heat box. 

- I lowered the heat of the flame to ensure that the material in-
side did not burn and scolder. Evolving the process from the burnt 
elm bowl as this ash residue is extremely hard to remove from the 
piece as is penetrates the surface deeply.

To see the process of the heat box, look at the Burnt Elm Bowl in 
the Wabi/Sabi section of the document

- After heating the bowl twice for 12 minutes in total the form 
did not warp that much, as the moisture content was still around 
15%. This was due to the wall thickness so I decided to lower this 
to around 3-5 mm. 

- However whilst lathing I noticed that the form was not round and 
that the bark inclusion had split during heating and was starting 
to break.

- As I wanted to achieve a more warped form I knew at this stage 
that the bark inclusion that had split would break off during the 
process and this happened.

- Now that the wall thickness was reduced, the piece when heated 2 
more times for an additional 12 minutes in total the moisture con-
tent dropped to around 8%. The resulting form had warped signifi-
cantly, fulfilling the aim of this experiment.
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Process continued; 

- The picture above is the result after the initial 12 minutes 
in the heat box, before reducing the thickness of the walls. The 
bark section had become weak and split.

- During the final drying and heating process 4 additional splits 
started to widen around the bowl, making the structure signif-
icantly weaker. The piece was also harder to turn as the assy-
metrical form meants when lathing not all material was removed 
evenly.

- I decided to stabilise the structure of the piece by using res-
in and aluminium powder, evolving a a sample test.

- This process filled the gaps and splits created, but could not 
be used to repair the large open space where the bark had bro-
ken. Therefore I decided to evolve the stitching process used in 
previous tests and samples to ‘fill’ this open space.

- The application of the metaliic resin inlay had to be repeated 
3 times in total, as I did not add enough aluminium filler and 
there were small gaps and bubbles in the inlay. 

- These sections of the bowl had to be hand sanded because of 
the bowls organic form. Sanding on the lathe was not an option 
at this stage.
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- The picture above illustrates inlaying aluminium and copper 
mixed with epoxy resin which was the technique used in this 
piece.

- Finishing the piece and sanding the interior and exterior 
parts was the most time consuming part of the process, This had 
to be done by hand.

- The exterior was sanded to 600 gsm, as the metallic inlay be-
comes shiny in aesthetic. The interior was sanded to 400gsm, as 
i wanted to create a slighly textural difference.

This bowl achieved the aim of forming an organic and assymet-
rical form by using the heat box, I also feel this was a fi-
nal refinement of the application of stitching and inlay tech-
niques.
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Spalted Sycamore Bowl with 
Copper Staples

        Spalted Sycamore Bowl with Copper Staples
                   7 x 7 x 5 inches
                     Designed 2017

Aims;

- Try and turn the largest vessel possible and highlight the 
natural spalting marks of the material.
- The piece was not indended to have splits but was dropped dur-
ing transport so I decided to include staples to retain a func-
tion and strengthen the structure. Developing this repair tech-
nique.
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Development And Process;

- The initial aim of this experiment was to try and turn a piece as 
large as possible safely using the limitations of the machinery.

- These long curved walls, uncover as much of the natural spalting 
marks as possible highlighting these intricate patterns. This 
re-inforces a Wabi/Sabi aesthetic. 

- I wanted to have this figuring as the Wabi/Sabi element and then 
sand and finish the bowl to create a refined finish with little tex-
tural difference.

To explore the process of the heatbox - look at the Burnt Elm Bowl 
development in the Wabi/Sabi section

- The piece was heated initially in the heatbox but I did not want 
to achieve an assymetrical form as at this stage hand sanding would 
take to long. Therefore the bowl was roughed out with a wall thick-
ness of 10mm and heated only once for 5 minutes to encourage as lit-
tle warping as possible.

- Because there were no bark sections the material dried at a uni-
form and even rate, causing no imperfections or material defects.

- I lathed the form after this initial drying to create a symmetri-
cal rim and walls, which would be easier to sand and finish, I ini-
tially then sanded the bowl to around 320 gsm.

- The balance between these patterns and the refined finish was go-
ing to be the ended of the process of this piece, as a large form 
was created and therefore the aims of this test piece were ful-
filled.

- However when transporting the piece to take photographs it was 
dropped down a flight of stairs and this formed two large splits in 
the walls of the piece.

- Structurally this weakened the piece and reduced the functionality 
of the bowl.

- To retain the functional Modernist characteristics I therefore de-
cided to repair the bowl with the metal staples technique.

This is due to the metal staples adding a lot of structural strength 
as explored with the Oak Burr Bowl in the Wabi/Section.
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- The image above shows the bowl, at its finished stage before the ac-
cident when it was dropped and the splits appeared. 

- The process of adding the staples was simple and 2mm holes were 
drilled either side of the splits and then a piece of copper was bent 
by hand and hammered into place, any overhang was removed.

- I chose to texture these metallic elements with a metal hammer to 
even out the design characteristics of Modernism with the unrefined 
elements of the copper. A characteristic of Wabi - Sabi.

By doing this open space created in the splits was controlled in a 
forced way to regain the functionility of the bowl.

The textural difference created contrasting sanded walls and the unre-
fined copper staples balanced characteristics from both Wabi/Sabi and 
Modernist design philosophies. So it this respect the bowl had ful-
filled its aims and reacted to an unexpected breakage and repair. 
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Small Sycamore Bowl With 
Bark Wall

                                  Spalted Sycamore bowl with Bark Inclusion
                        5 x 5 x 3 1/2 inches
                                                                         Designed 2017
Aims;

-Develop the idea from the sitched lime bowl in the Wabi/Sabi 
section to include the layers of cambium cells and bark in the 
object.

- Contrast this raw texture with a sanded symmetrical form com-
bining characteristics of Wabi/Sabi and Modernism. Trying to con-
trol the process so the bowl does not break like previous tests
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Development and Process;

- This piece is an evolution of earlier material tests into uncov-
ering the layers of cells between bark and sapwood layers (cambium 
cells).

- The last two lime bowls, one in this section and the other in the 
previous Wabi/Sabi section tried to achieve this. Both of the bark 
segments broke during the process as the walls were either to thin, 
or the curvature of the form did not match the natural form of the 
bark.

- Therefore for this piece more care was taken during the process to 
try and retain this bark piece without breakages. This bark inclusion 
influenced the form and the curvature of the bowl.

- To keep a symmetrical form the greenwood was turned and left to dry 
naturally over 2 weeks so no splits and imperfections were formed.

- The piece was sanded to 300gsm to create little textural diference 
and retain a Modernist aesthetic. The main design feature was to in-
coporate the textural variance between the natural bark and the sand-
ed interior and exterior

- This piece was sucessful in terms of retaining the bark feature and 
combining elements from both design Philosophies.

- This was one of the least developed bowls as it was an evolution of 
an aim which I failed to fully achieve with the other lime bowls.

- What i learnt from producing this piece was to include a bark seg-
ment care must be taken to work with the natural curvature of the 
bark. If thin walls are a rqequirement and  if care is not taken, 
these weaker bark segments of the design will break during the pro-
cess and form open space. This could be a required design element 
as a chracteristic of Wabi/Sabi. With other pieces this has been a 
chance to experiment with the inlay and stitching.

This bowl has been rated in the middle of the spectrum scale due to 
being functional but also illustrating the imperfections and natural 
journey of the material through the use of bark and spalting pat-
terns.
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A sample of walnut from the ‘live edge’ of the board. These 
multipule layers comprise of bark cells to the right which 
contain the other groups of cells, as a protective skin. 

The cambium cells where the annual growth takes place con-
sists of intricate patterns and detailing. Part of my exper-
imentation is to reveal these multipule layers of cells, the 
main aim of this piece.
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Sycamore ‘Drainpipe’ Bowl
With Aluminium Inlay 

Spalted Sycamore, ‘drainpipe form’ with aluminium & epoxy resin inlay
                           4 x 4 x 3 inches
                            Designed 2017

Aims;

- This bowl was my first inlay test evolving the original sample 
pieces.

- Use a piece of sycamore which has deteriorated and started to rot, 
known as the drainpipe, inside the middle of the trunk
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Development and Process;

- This was the first metallic inlay test on a bowl, evolving 
previous work with the sample board.

- The spalted sycamore originally had a high moisture con-
tent, due to natural air drying and being left in the woods, 
the piece had started to rot and deteriorate. This is known 
as ‘drain piping’ as this rot occurs in the middle of the 
log where the spalting pattern resides.

- To create an organic and assymetrical rim I cut the blank, 
so this drainpipe section could form the rim and sides of 
the bowl.

- The wood had started rotting and was structurally weak, 
these sections of spalting were breaking off by hand.

- It was essential to repair and re-inforce these sections 
of the bowl, so it could be turned and hollowed out, I 
poured in aluminium powder mixed with epoxy resin shown in 
the picture below.
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Process and Development Continued;

- The sides of the bowl were first shaped and then the face-
plate was removed. To mount the faceplate on the uneven surface, 
I had to use small blocks of wood laying accross the surface of 
the blank.

- Now that it was time to hollow out the interior of the bowl 
the spalting drainpipe was weak, the piece would have completely 
broken without the resin inlay to add structural strength.

- The resin mixed with aluminium was poured freely into the top 
of the bowl, shown in the image on the page before. This process 
filled any gaps and meant that the interior could now be turned 
with less chance of the drainpipe spalting breaking away.

- As the resin was not applied precisely, there was a lot of 
work after this process to remove excess resin which had dripped 
and run down the side of the bowl. This process shaped the form 
as I wanted to achieve a form which was curved and slighly con-
tained but delicate. Therefore the walls were turned to 2-3 mm. 

- I decided to sand the piece down to achieve an even and uni-
form finish to the bowl. This process also revealed the metallic 
element of the aluminium inlay.

- The aluminium inlay had a dull appearance until it was sanded 
to 320 gsm. I decided to sand the piece to 600gsm, to this me-
tallic inlay was shiny - a characteristic of Modernism.

This bowl successfully combined multipule design characteris-
tics. The natural spalting marks and ‘defects’ created an as-
symetrical rim, which was contrasted by a sanded interior and 
exterior. The aluminium inlay was finished to leave a shiny 
surface a characteristic of Modernist design. As a initial test 
into using the resin inlay, this technique was effective and 
highlights the natural elements of the material. Therefore this 
was a sucessful material test which was developed into the other 
inlay pieces.
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Modernist Bowls

These pieces have the strongest reactions to Modernist De-
sign characterisitcs, rated on the spectrum

Ratings on the scale from - 4.5 to - 9.0 

Design Characteristics that are associated with a Modern-
ist aesthetic;

- Primarily expressed in the public domain
- Implies a logical, rational worldview
- Absolute
- Looks for universal, prototypical solutions
- Mass-produced/Modular
- Expresses faith in progress
- Future-orientated
- Believes in the control of nature
- Romanticizes technology
- People adapting to machines
- Geometric organisation of form (sharp, precise, definate 
shapes and edges)
- Manmade materials
- Ostensibly slick
- The box is a metaphor (rectilinear, precise, contained)
- Needs to be well maintained
- Purity makes its expression richer
- Solicits the reduction of sensory information
- Is intolerant of ambiguity and contradiction
- Cool
- Generally light and bright
- Function and utility are primary values
- Perfect materiality is an ideal
- Everlasting
- Multipule functions
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Desert Ironwood Bowl With
       Copper Inlay

                Desert Ironwood bowl with resin and copper powder inlay
                    4 x 4 x 2 1/2 inches                                      
                       Designed 2017

Aims;

- Use a small piece of one of the hardest, rarest timbers, to cre-
ate an ostensibly slick, Modernist bowl

- The material is brittle so if any breakages occur use a shiny me-
tallic inlay to repair the piece
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Process and Development;

- Desert Ironwood is one of the worlds rarest timbers, that is 
highly endagered and protected. It is uncommon to be able to get 
hold of pieces of the material. I was gifted a small off-cut from 
my tutor so I decided to experiment with the material.

- The blank shown in the cover picture was the original piece of 
timber, which was unrefined and raw. The aim was to remove as 
little material as possible to create the largest bowl out of 
this material to reduce wastage,

- The form was therefore defined by this, the diameter of the 
piece was as large as possible and the height utilised the full 
size of the raw timber blank.

- The material is very heavy for its size, because of the den-
sity of the cells and fibres. I wanted to turn a piece that had 
thin walls but was much heavier than the larger bowls that I had 
already turned.

- During turning the piece shown in the picture above, there were 
a few brittle small splits and cracks which appeared around the 
rim of the piece. These imperfections and material defects were 
not apparent until the lathing process.
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-  If these splits were not repaired and stabilised there was a good 
chance that the whole bowl would break during machining, wasting 
the precious material.

Therefore I decided to use the resin inlay technique. Which I could 
evolve from the earlier sycamore bowl with stitching and aluminium 
inlay, in the Combination bowls section of this document.

- The splits did not penetrate that deep into the walls of the 
bowl, so only a small amount of resin mixed with copper filler had 
to be applied. This process had to be repeated 4 times in total. 
The first few times the ratio of copper filler to epoxy resin was 
wrong, so I could not achieve a shiny metallic finish.

- I realised that the resin had to be sanded to atleast 600gsm,  
with every grade of sand paper making the inlay more metallic. 
As I wanted to achieve a refined Modernist aesthetic I decided to 
sand the piece to 1200 gsm. As seen in the picture below the iron-
wood had to be sanded 5-10 times to remove all of the tool marks, 
and reveal the purple grain.
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- Once the piece was sanded on the interior and exterior to 1200gsm 
, I had to reverse mount the bowl to remove the foot, which was 
challenging as the walls were thin and brittle and this process had 
to be undertaken with delicacy.

- The sample piece above shows the inalying tests with copper and 
aluminium. I decided to use copper powder as I had already experi-
mented with aluminium. 

This bowl was a successful experiment and one of my favourite bowls 
created. A refined and carefully machined finish was achieved. The 
inlay highlights the imperfections and adds context to the piece. 
The ironwood timber can only be collected after natural events such 
as lightning strikes and extreme weather, when the tree is damaged. 
The inlay therefore highlights the material life cycle.
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Abstract Ash Vessel

          Ash bowl with abstract/Geometric Rings
                   8 x 6 1/2 x 6 inches
                       Designed 2017

Aims;

- Experiment with form and making a vessel with multipule ele-
ments joined together

- Develop my technical lathing skills to make precise ‘rings’
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Process And Development;

- This bowl was a testpiece to challenge my technical skills of pro-
ducing a vessel, made from multipule components. Other bowls have 
had  additional elements (stitching or inlay applied), This piece 
was turned from 2 seperate bowls.

- The technical skill involved to remove the ash rings one at a time 
was a challenge, Furthermore to make sure they were level so could 
be stacked on top of eachother, required precision machining.

- The bowl blank was created by using an 2 square offcuts of ash, 
which were wastage over from the square ash bowls (In the Modernist 
Section). These offcuts were planed down until both sides were level 
and then laminated together.

- The laminated pieces formed a blank which was around 6 inches tall 
(the maximum limit for the toolrest to be used safely). 

- There was no pre-scribed formulae or influence in terms of the 
form, this was more of a material test to see if the process was 
possible. I wanted to create a textural difference, so the bottom 
segment of the bowl had a smooth sanded finish to 320gsm. The ge-
ometric rings splaying out, contrasting this smooth texture with ge-
ometric, sharp and precise shapes. 

- After the lower smooth part of the form was lathed, I had to cut 
another ash blank to turn the rings out of.

- To make these rings as each is slighly bigger than the previous, a  
exterior tapered cyclinder was shaped, with the larger diameter at 
the faceplate end of the piece. The faceplate was kept on one side 
and the interior of the piece was lathed to create a thin wall. The 
diameter of this wall matched the rim thickness of the base bowl. 
From side on, using a pairing chisel each ring was removed one by 
one. It is essential to do this this accurtely and each ring will be 
slightly bigger because of the taper. 

- This part of the process was challenging as I had to pair the 
piece with my left hand and catch the ring with my right hand to 
stop it flying into the tool rest/workshop. Once I lathed as many 
rings as i could from the blank, I stacked them ontop of the base 
bowl and glued them one by one to create an abstract form.

This piece was a sucess in the process and testing of creating a 
piece which it formed by multipule components. However I wanted to 
develop this form with further, blending in the texture from the 
base to the rings. This is an area for future development, which 
because of a finger injury and missing 3 weeks working I didnt have 
the chance to do as the process is time consuming.
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Faceted/Geometric 
Sycamore Bowl

                                Spalted sycamore bowl, with geometric facets  
                       6 x 6 x 2 1/2 inches
                           Designed 2017                           

Aims;

- To apply modernist characteristics to a bowl form. To experiment 
with sanding parts of the wall to create geometric facets.

- Combine other machining processes after the bowl has been re-
moved from the lathe, to apply different design features.
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Process and Development;

- The first step of the process was to create a symmetrical pre-
cise form. I did not want the wood to warp and move during the 
drying process, the sycamore was air dried for 3-4 weeks. By the 
time the piece had been turned it was at 8% moisture. 

- The walls were turned to a thickness of around 6mm, the base of 
the bowl was slighly thicker at around 8-10mm.

- I wanted to control the material as much as possible, Using a 
bowl gouge to make the walls as thin and delicate as possible, to 
force the material to my pre - prescribed design ideas.

- It was important to not make the bowl too thin, during the 
sanding process if the walls were too thin breakages would occur.

- I did not want to repair this piece as I wanted the bowl to 
only have one main design feature - the exterior form.

- In reflection the process of adding the facets would have been 
easier if the walls were slightly thicker. This would have given 
me more freedom to create larger and deeper facets on the exteri-
or.
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- After using the disc sander to add facets to the outside of 
the bowl, the next step was to remove the marks from sanding 
by hand.

- This would have been more efficient if the belt sander was 
set up with 180 gsm sandpaper instead of 60gsm, leaving less 
marks to remove.

- The bowl was sanded to 320gsm but not all marks were able to 
be removed, to develop this process the bowl could have been 
sanded to 600+ gsm to create a shiny surface.

This test was sucessful in applying additional techniques and 
processes to create this exterior design feature. To improve 
the process I could have turned the walls thicker so the fac-
ets could be larger, defining the form more. This would have 
also been easier to sand and finish. Two coats of tung oil 
were applied to create a ‘Modernist’ aesthetic.
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Square Ash Bowl

                                                        Square Ash Bowl
               6 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches
                       Designed 2017

Aims;

- Experiment with a form with a geometric machined exterior, which 
has sharp/ precise corners

- Produce a piece were functionality is the primary focus of the 
design
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Square Ash Bowl With Bark

                                    Square Ash Bowl With Bark Inlay
                     6 1/2 x 6 x 2 inches
                        Designed 2017

Aims;

- Develop the previous square form to have elements of a Wabi/Sabi 
aesthetic. Combining the process of bark inlay into the geometric 
shape

- Develop previous sample pieces into a finished product, the con-
trast between a highly refined element and an organic un-refined 
element.
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Development and Process;

- The form of both square bowls was influenced by exploring 
geometric exterior forms. I wanted to work within the Modernist 
parameters, to produce a piece reacting to as many of the 
Modernist characteristics as possible.

- A simple polygon shape (a square) was chosen. Aiming for 
‘perfect materiality’ and control of the natural material being 
essential to the process.

- The blank was cut into a square on the table saw after both 
sides had been planed flat. The first square bowl was aimed to be 
symmetrical and uniform. Therefore the blank was centered on the 
faceplate, so the bowled interior was in the middle of the square.

- When cutting the blank effort was made to try not to include 
natural imperfections of the timber such as knots and splits.

- The development for the first piece was simple, the bowled form 
was lathed and then the entire piece was sanded to 320gsm and 
finished with tung oil to create a shiny appearance. The small 
screw marks on the bottom from mounting the blank, were filled 
with shiny aluminium filler mixed with epoxy resin. 

The finished piece is modular, geometric, symmetrical and sanded 
to a smooth and even finish, all design characteristics of 
modernism.

- The following square bowl is a development of this piece by 
altering some of the design characteristics to create assymetry 
within the form with the addition of organic elements (bark 
inlay).

- The process was almost identical to the previous square bowl. 
The square was cut on the table saw, with each edge being a 
slightly different length. The bowled interior is therefore not 
central within the blank, meaning that the wall thickness is 
different on each side. The base was also sanded to be angular, 
making the top surface slightly slanted. This in turn would lower 
the rating on the design scale, having weaker modernist links.

- To add a textural difference, contrasting the highly finished 
ash, I applied the technique of inlaying bark into the square ex-
terior. This was the first bowl where I could successfully evolve 
the sample pieces exploring this process because of the straight 
flat surface. By adding this organic element and adapting the bowl 
this would weaken the pieces modernist rating on the design 
spectrum. 
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The samples above were my influence to use the bark 
inlaying technique on the square bowl. I wanted to use this 
process with previous pieces but on a rounded object it is 
very challenging to apply straight inlays. Which is why I 
had to stitch bark or cut a blank specifically to include a 
bark section. The test was sucessful in creating a textur-
al variance in the adapted square ash bowl between the bark 
and sanded sections.
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Evaluation of the project
Strengths;

- During this project I managed to learn about the 
materiaity of wood in a more scientific way. Initial research has 
allowed me to look at multipule layers and cell structure of the 
material to understand how it reacts to certain variables being 
changed. Experimenting with moisture content and using off cuts 
of timber with natural imperfections, have been my driving force 
for investigation.

- I have managed to experiment with kiln dried, air dried and 
green wood with a high moisture content. Using various heating 
and drying techniques I have been able to manipulate the form 
of a bowl. At times I have pushed the material to the extreme 
(breaking point) allowing me to learn and develop new methods to 
control the materiality of a piece in a specific way.

- Before this project I had not used a lathe before, this 
process has allowed me to create a larger range of objects, 
reacting to multipule design philosophies. Therefore I have 
evolved my technical woodworking skills, creating high quality 
finished pieces.

- I am very happy with using the stitching and metallic inlay 
techniques. I think the repair techiques to ‘fix’ certain pieces 
were highly sucessful. I like the way these traditional 
techniques have been used in a contemporary way, creating unique 
one of a kind pieces. This was one of my main aims creating my 
own personal design ethos combining characteristics from 
modernism and wabi-sabi.

- I managed to explore a wide range of different forms and shapes 
informed by the material blanks and offcuts which I used, 
appealing to more than one aethetic style. This helps market my 
work to a range of different people, which is why I created the 
design spectrum. The spectrum has given me a means to inform my 
making to analyse and reflect in depth about design choices.

- My sample boards illustrate that I have indepth knowledge with 
using wood as a material in a number of creative ways. I managed 
to develop most of these sample pieces into bowls. I have also 
been able to incorporate copper, aluminium, brass and 
resin into designs, learning invaluable knowledge about how to 
use these materials and there inherant qualities. These samples 
could be evolved into many applications in furniture and product 
design, which I can continue to develop further post graduation.
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Weaknesses 

- I feel like I could have explored the modernism section more, 
the abstracted ash bowl could have been developed into a range 
of 2-3 pieces. The use of layering multipule design elements and 
reconnecting the pieces could have created more interesting and 
stimulating pieces.

- I spent to much time learning and experimenting with lathing, 
instead of creating informed pieces based on research and the 
design spectrum. I could have created a larger range of pieces 
as I made around 20 vessels which could not be included in this 
project, due to lack on context and intent from research.

- I wanted to use liquid metal and sand casting techniques to 
form the base of a piece or fill cracks, creating metallic 
scultural pieces. Instead I only experimented with inlaying 
resin mixed with metal fillers, this is an opportunity for 
future development.

- The design spectrum could be evolved and improved, when 
rating the elements this was my own personal judgement. Getting 
another participant to also rate the bowls would validate the 
ratings. However the project is based on my opinion and forming 
my own design ethos which is why I didnt do this.
 
- I wanted to extend my research into using the heat box to warp 
greenwood I had collected from the forest. I had a serious finger 
injury the day after the wood was felled, meaning the logs dried 
naturally limiting my experimentation. I missed 3 of the final 8 
weeks in the workshop limiting my output and development of 
final pieces.

Future development

My project has no ending, I could keep developing the existing 
repair techniques of stitching and inlaying bark and resin. I 
have thoroughly enjoyed the process and I am looking at 
continuing this project in the future. I have been limited to 
producing pieces that are 6 inches or smaller because of the 
machinery and accessories for the lathes. If I were to have my 
own lathe I could create pieces which are much larger for 
example, extending my own technical skills. As a basis of form-
ing my own person design ethos I have realised I fall in 
between modernist and wabi-sabi values. I want to continue 
developing pieces combining elements from both design 
philosophies. This project has given my work context and a drive 
to further evolve ideas of my outcomes.
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